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This paper studies graphene levitation and orientation control using a magnetic field. The torques
in all three spatial directions induced by diamagnetic forces are used to predict stable conditions
for different shapes of millimeter-sized graphite plates. We find that graphite plates, in regular
polygon shapes with an even number of sides, will be levitated in a stable manner above four
interleaved permanent magnets. In addition, the orientation of micrometer-sized graphene flakes
near a permanent magnet is studied in both air and liquid environments. Using these analyses, we
are able to simulate optical transmission and reflection on a writing board and thereby reveal
potential applications using this technology for display screens. Understanding the control of graphene flake orientation will lead to the discovery of future applications using graphene flakes.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5005539
I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene has drawn intense interest since its discovery
in 2004 due to its two-dimensional honey-comb lattice structure and unique electrical, optical, mechanical, chemical,
and biocompatible properties.1–6 Examples of graphene
based devices include optical modulators,7–10 plasmonic
switches,11,12 and biosensors.13–15 Recent research indicates
the important role of graphene flake orientation in controlling
the properties of graphene flakes. When graphene flakes are
assembled in the same planar direction, they exhibit unique
thermal, optical, and electrical properties,16–21 which lead to
applications in thermal and electromagnetic interface materials.16–18 These unique properties of individual nanostructures
can be exploited for large-scale macroscopic functions when
they are arranged in a specific macroscopic order.22
Diamagnetic materials, such as graphene, create a magnetic field in a direction opposite to the externally applied
magnetic field, leading to a repulsive magnetic force.23–26
Orientation control and levitation of graphene flakes are feasible with a weak magnetic field due to their high volume magnetic susceptibilities.22,27–29 Previous research on magnetic
levitation and orientation control of graphene has led to
diverse applications.28–31 It has been proposed that diamagnetism can be used to align graphene flakes.23 A novel diamagnetic lateral force calibrator can be developed using
diamagnetic levitation of graphite.30 Optical motion control of
graphite has also been demonstrated.31 The diamagnetic properties of graphene are expected to yield numerous diverse
future applications such as magnetomechanics and magnetic
micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS).32–36 On the other
hand, the levitation using diamagnetic materials has also been
theoretically studied.37–40 Previous theoretical studies on graphene or graphite focus on the case with diamagnetic force in
a)
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one direction or the case with diamagnetic force in a uniform
magnetic field.28,39 The detailed theoretical study on the orientation control of graphene flakes has not been fully reported
or used to understand physical devices. The understanding of
the graphene levitation and orientation control requires studies
on torques in all three spatial directions in a non-uniform
magnetic field. All the recent advances in controlling graphene flakes lead to a research direction to unveil the relation
between the magnetic force and the graphene flake orientation. In this paper, we study torques in all three spatial directions induced by diamagnetic forces and show the orientation
control of graphene flakes using forces due to diamagnetism.
First, we conduct theoretical analysis of the forces on graphite
plates. Second, we examine the stable levitation condition for
different shapes of graphite plates above a four interleaved
permanent magnet system. Third, we analyze the tilted angle
of graphene flakes above one permanent magnet. Finally, we
demonstrate an ability to model the orientation of graphene
flakes for the application of a display screen.
II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1(a) shows the levitation experiment. The
millimeter-sized square graphite thin plate was levitated by
four permanent magnets, and a stable levitation condition
existed when the graphite edge was 45 with respect to the
magnet edge. Figure 1(b) shows a tilted graphite plate on a
supporting board above a magnet in air. When the distance
between the graphite plate and magnet changes, the tilted
angle changes. Figure 1(c) shows a micrometer-sized graphene flake above a magnet in liquid. The orientation of the
graphene flake changed after the magnetic field was applied.
The time in Fig. 1(c) marks the elapse of time after the magnetic field was applied. One can see that the graphene flake
changed orientation on the scale of seconds in response to an
external magnetic field.
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magnetic force is F ¼
expressed as28,47
f ¼ ðM  rÞB ¼

FIG. 1. (a) Graphite plate levitated by four magnets. (b) Graphite plate on a
supporting board above one magnet in air. Distance between the graphite
plate and magnet is marked on the figure. (c) A graphene flake after a magnetic field was applied. The elapse of time after a magnetic field was applied
is marked on the figure.

III. LEVITATION USING FOUR MAGNETS

Ð

V fdV.

The force density f can be

1
rðvx B2x þ vy B2y þ vz B2z Þ;
2l0

(1)

where M is the effective induced magnetization, B is the
magnetic flux density, l0 is the vacuum permeability, vx
and vy are equal to transverse magnetic susceptibility vk
¼ 0:85  104 ,26,28 and vz is equal to perpendicular magnetic susceptibility v? ¼ 4:5  104 .26,28 The effective
induced magnetization with the magnetic susceptibility tensor v in the presence of a static magnetic flux density B can
be expressed as28,48
M¼

1
v  B:
l0

(2)

From Fig. 2, we try to determine the stable condition for
a square graphite plate with a size of 2 mm  2 mm  0.2 mm
at different rotational angles u with respect to the four interleaved magnets, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The torque for a
graphite plate in a magnetic field is49,50
ð
ð
s ¼ M  BdV þ r  fdV;
(3)

We show simulations in this section corresponding to
the experiments as shown in Fig. 1. The current model and
the charge model are commonly used to simulate magnetic
fields.41 The current model is often used to find magnetic
fields near solenoids or cylindrical magnets.42,43 The charge
model has been used to simulate magnetic fields near rectangular magnets.44,45 A good agreement between simulation
results using the charge model and experimental results has
been achieved.46 We calculate the magnetic field using the
charge model, where a magnet is modeled by a distribution
of magnetic charges, and charge distribution is used to obtain
the total magnetic field.41 We use a volume magnetization of
8  105 A/m in our simulation, so that the magnetic field is
close to the experimental data of 0.3 T near the magnet.22
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the magnetic fields at 0.5 mm above
the top surface of four interleaved magnets. The size of each
magnet is 5 mm  5 mm  5 mm. In Figs. 2(d)–2(f), we plot
the force distribution assuming infinitely small graphite particles. We use infinitely small particles so that we can visually observe the force distribution on every position. The

where r is the position vector and f is the force density from
Eq. (1). For a square graphite plate as shown in Fig. 3(a), the
first term in Eq. (3) is zero due to the symmetry of the magnetic field, so we only need to consider the second term in
order to find the stable condition. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show
the force distribution of Fx and Fy, respectively, on a square
graphite plate with different rotational angles u, defined in
Fig. 3(a). The corresponding rotational direction due to Fx
and Fy is also marked on the figure. We can see that the
forces on graphite plates reach equilibrium when u is 0 or
45 . However, the condition with u ¼ 45 shows stable levitation even with a small rotational perturbation as shown in
Fig. 3, while u ¼ 0 does not show stable levitation. We
show Figs. 2 and 3 in arbitrary units to illustrate the force

FIG. 2. Magnetic field distribution of (a) Bx , (b) By , and (c) Bz at 0.5 mm
above the top surface of four interleaved magnets. Force distribution of (d)
Fx , (e) Fy , and (f) Fz at 0.5 mm above the top surface of four interleaved
magnets. The parity is also marked above the four interleaved magnets.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of a square graphite plate above the four
interleaved magnets. Force distribution of (b) Fx and (c) Fy for a square
graphite plate with different relative angles, u, with respect to the magnet
edge. The arrows indicate the rotation direction induced by Fx or Fy .
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distribution. The exact values
Ð of the force depend on the volume in the equation F ¼ V fdV. Figures S1 and S2 in the
supplementary material show the exact values of the force.
Figure 4(b) shows the torques for a square graphite plate
as a function of rotational angle according
to Eq. (3). Note
Ð
that the torque in the x-direction, sx ¼ V ðy  fz  z  fy ÞdV
is always zero if the graphite plate satisfies a two-fold rotational symmetry according to the force
Ð distribution shown in
Fig. 2. For the same reason, sy ¼ V ðz  fx  x  fz ÞdV is
always zero if the graphite plate satisfies the two-fold rotational symmetry. When u ¼ 0 or 45 , sz reaches zero, which
yields an equilibrium state according to Fig. 4(b). When
u ¼ 45 , a small perturbation towards positive rotation will
induce a negative torque, which will rotate the graphite plate
back towards the initial position. Hence, the graphite plate at
u ¼ 45 with a negative slope in the torque curve corresponds to a stable levitation position. On the other hand,
when u ¼ 0 , a small rotational perturbation will rotate the
graphite plate away from the initial position. This conclusion
is in agreement with the analysis shown in Fig. 3.
We also perform a similar analysis for a graphite plate
with a hexagon shape as shown in Fig. 4(d). Since a hexagon
has a six-fold rotational symmetry, it automatically satisfies
the two-fold rotational symmetry, thus both sx and sy are still
zero. The value sz is zero at u ¼ m  15 , where m is an
integer. The stable positions for a graphite plate with a hexagon shape are u ¼ m  30 with a negative slope as shown
in Fig. 4(d). We further study graphite plates with triangle or
pentagon shapes, as shown in Fig. 4(a) or 4(c). The curves
for sx and sy are not always zero for all angles u because a
triangle or pentagon does not have a two-fold rotational symmetry. The curves for sx, sy, and sz never become zero at the
same angle. Hence, a graphite plate with a triangle or pentagon shape will never achieve a stable levitation condition
and will fail to float horizontally above four interleaved magnets. Note that we only need to consider the second term on
the right hand side of Eq. (3) for the square and hexagon
plates due to the two-fold rotational symmetry. However,
both the first term and second term in Eq. (3) have to be

FIG. 4. Torques as a function of rotational angle with graphite shapes of
equilateral (a) triangle, (b) square, (c) pentagon, and (d) hexagon. sz is multiplied by 104 in (a) and by 105 in (c). The insets show the shapes of different
regular polygons.
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included for triangle or pentagon plates. Our analysis can be
extended to additional polygons. In order to achieve a stable
horizontal levitation condition, graphite plates in regular
polygon shapes require a two-fold rotational symmetry with
an even number of sides. In contrast, a graphite plate in a
regular polygon shape with an odd number of sides only has
an odd number fold rotational symmetry and will never reach
a stable horizontal levitation condition. Of course, a graphite
disk with a rounded shape, which is equivalent to a regular
polygon with an infinite number of sides, satisfies the twofold rotational symmetry and yields a stable levitation condition.31 In the above analysis, we maintain a constant graphite
plate area of 4 mm2 and a thickness of 0.2 mm.
In addition, we study potential energy to confirm previous analysis on the stable condition using torque. The total
potential energy for the graphite plate is calculated using the
following equation:28,41
ð
U ¼  M  BdV;
(4)
V

where M is the effective induced magnetization and B is the
magnetic flux density at the location of the particle. The position with the lowest potential energy due to diamagnetism
could indicate a stable condition. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show
the total potential energy for square and hexagon graphite
plates as a function of relative angle u, which is defined in
Fig. 3(a). The angles with the lowest potential energy corresponding to the stable condition, as shown in Fig. 5, are consistent with the study using torque, as shown in Fig. 4.
Previous paragraphs study the rotation of graphite plates
due to the diamagnetic force. We now study the levitation
height due to the diamagnetic force on four interleaved magnets. Figure 6(a) shows the levitation height for a square
plate as a function of the side length of the plate when the
thickness of graphite plate is fixed at 0.2 mm. The levitation
height is the distance between the magnets and the graphite
plate when the levitation force and the gravity force are balanced. The density of graphite is 2:22  103 kg=m3 .37 When
the graphite side length is shorter than twice the side length
of magnets, the increase of the graphite surface area will
increase the levitation force according to Fig. 2(f). When the
graphite side length is much longer than twice the side length
of magnets, the increase of the graphite surface area does not
significantly increase the levitation force. In this case,
increasing the graphite plate side length primarily increases
the weight of the graphite plate, and the levitation height
decreases as the side length of the graphite plate increases.

FIG. 5. Potential energy as a function of rotational angle for a graphite plate
in (a) a square shape or (b) a regular hexagon shape. The insets show the
shapes of graphite plates.
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FIG. 6. (a) The levitation height as a function of side length of a graphite
plate when the graphite thickness is fixed at 0.2 mm. (b) The levitation
height as a function of thickness of the graphite plate when the graphite side
length is fixed at 2 mm.

Figure 6(b) shows that the levitation height also decreases
when the thickness of the graphite plate increases due to the
increase in weight of the graphite plate. Because the magnetic force decreases exponentially along the z-axis, the levitation height decreases as the thickness and weight of a
graphite plate increase. The levitation force and the gravity
force as a function of distance between the magnets and the
graphite plate are shown in Fig. S3 (supplementary material).
We wrote our own code to find magnetic fields, magnetic
forces, and torques. We obtained a good agreement between
the magnetic fields calculated using our own code and commercial software COMSOL.
IV. ORIENTATION CONTROL USING ONE MAGNET

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show a millimeter-sized graphite
plate and a micrometer-sized graphene flake in air and liquid,
respectively. There is no fundamental difference in the studies
of the forces due to diamagnetism between micrometer-sized
graphene flakes and millimeter-sized graphite plates. One
magnet can control the orientation of the graphene flakes as
four magnets are needed for a stable levitation experiment.
Due to diamagnetism, the graphene flake is tilted with a magnetic field. The control of nano- or micro-particles using a
magnetic field has several beneficial features, such as contactless, non-invasive, and biocompatible.28 We now study the
direction of a small graphene flake when it is placed above
one magnet, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The individual magnet has
a size of 5 mm  5 mm  5 mm and the micrometer-sized graphene flake has a size of 10 lm  10 lm  5 nm. In the presence of a magnetic field, the particle experiences torques due
to the magnetic field represented by Eq. (3). Our numerical
simulations show that the first term on the right hand side of
Eq. (3) always dominates in the study in this section.
Figure 7(a) shows the schematic of a graphene flake
with a tilted angle h in air on top of a thin supporting board.
We assume a relative permeability of 1.0 for the supporting
board, which does not change the magnetic field. The tilted
angle h is found when the torque due to the magnetic field
from Eq. (3) equals the torque induced from gravity. In
Fig. 8, we plot sG as the torque due to the gravity and sm as
the torque due to the magnetic field at different values of
z and x. We use sm in a direction which is opposite to
the direction of sG so the balanced position occurs when
sG ¼ sm. When z ¼ 4 mm and x ¼ 0 mm, there are two intersect points between the curves of sm and sG, as shown in

FIG. 7. (a) Schematic illustration of a graphene flake in air. Initial and final
tilted angles when the graphene flake moves along the x-direction in air at
(b) z ¼ 2 mm, (c) z ¼ 4 mm, and (d) z ¼ 6 mm. Gray region: the final angle is
0. White region: the final angle is on the solid curve with the same x distance
according to the direction indicated by the black arrows.

Fig. 8(a). We note that sm is less than sG and the graphene
flake will fall down when the initial tilted angle is less than
the first intersect point at h ¼ 5 . Otherwise, the flake will
stand up and rotate to the angle corresponding to the second
intersect point at h ¼ 90 . As one moves the flake away
from the magnet at x ¼ 2 mm, there is only one intersect
point between the curves of sm and sG as indicated by Fig.
8(b). The final tilted angle will end up with one unique solution of h ¼ 63 no matter what the initial titled angle is. If
the graphene flake moves further away from the magnet at
x ¼ 6 mm, sm is less than sG in all angles and the graphene
will lay on top of the supporting board, as shown in Fig.
8(c). Figure 7(c) shows both the initial and final angles as yaxis for different distances x with z ¼ 4 mm. In the gray
region, no matter what the initial angle is, the final angle is
always 0. In the white region, the final angle will move to
the angle corresponding to the solid curve with the same
x distance according to the black arrows. For example, in
Fig. 7(c) with z ¼ 4 mm and x ¼ 2 mm, the initial angles of
h ¼ 30 and 60 will lead to the same final tilted angle of

FIG. 8. Torque as a function of tilted angle at different x and z marked in the
figure. sm and sG are the torques due to the magnetic field and gravity,
respectively. We use sm in a direction that is opposite to the direction of sG
so the balanced position occurs when sG ¼ sm.
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FIG. 10. Torque as a function of angle in liquid. Red solid curve: torque sm
due to the magnetic force. Gray region: torque sR due to the resistance force.
FIG. 9. (a) Schematic of the graphene flake in liquid. (b) Initial and final
tilted angles when graphene flakes are located at different x distance in liquid. The graphene flake is located at 1 mm above the magnet. Gray region:
the final angle is the same as the initial angle. White region: the final angle
is moved until it reaches the edge of the gray region according to the direction indicated by the black arrows.

h ¼ 63 . At a larger z ¼ 6 mm as shown in Figs. 8(d)–8(f),
there are always two intersect points between sm and sG
curves until sm is always less than sG. The corresponding initial and final angles are plotted in Fig. 7(d). When z ¼ 2 mm,
the corresponding initial and final angles are similar to the
case z ¼ 4 mm, which are plotted in Fig. 7(b).
In a liquid environment, the graphene flake will float in
the medium as a particle, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Figure 9(a)
shows a schematic side view of graphene in liquid. The surrounding liquid has an effect of opposing the rotation of the
particles. Different forces on graphene have been studied such
as van der Waals force, electrostatic surface forces, gravity

force, buoyancy force, and Brownian movement force.51–53
Previous studies show that these forces are much larger than
gravity.53 For simplicity, we consider the sum of the above
mentioned forces as the total resistance force in the amount of
20 times gravity.51–53 Figure 10 shows the sm induced by the
magnetic field as a function of initial angle with different x
distances. The gray region indicates the torque sR induced by
the resistance force in liquid. When the value sm is inside the
gray region, the resistance torque is larger than the magnetic
torque and the graphene flake will not move. When the value
sm is outside of the gray region, the graphene flake will move
until the balanced angle is reached. Figure 9(b) shows both
the initial and final angles as y-axis for different x. The gray
region indicates that the flake will stay the same as the initial
angle. In the white region, the torque due to the resistant force
is less than the torque due to the magnetic force and the flake
will rotate until the final angle reaches the edge of the gray

FIG. 11. (a) Schematic of a writing board. (b) and (c) Experimental reflection and transmission displays of “BUH” written by a bar magnet. (d) and (e)
Simulations of reflection and transmission. The scale bars show a length of 10 mm.
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region according to the direction indicated by the black
arrows. We also study the results with a resistance force
which is 15 or 25 times gravity in Fig. S4 (supplementary
material) and the results do not significantly change.
A graphene magnetic writing board was recently proposed and developed.22,54 This writing board uses graphene
flakes with a strong orientation response to a magnetic field
and orientation-dependent optical reflection and transmission. This paragraph explains simulations to model optical
contrast on the writing board in the experiment. Figure 11(a)
shows the schematic of the writing board with a permanent
bar magnet. Graphene flakes were suspended in N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) liquid with a thickness of 1 mm between
two glass boards. Due to diamagnetism, the graphene flakes
rotate according to the magnetic field when a bar magnet is
placed on top of the writing board. When one observes the
reflected light, dark lines could be created by sliding a pole of
a bar magnet on top of the writing board. When the writing
board is back illuminated, the dark lines appear bright. The
reason is that the reflection and absorption are low, and transmission is high, when the graphene flake is vertically
aligned.22 Figures 11(b) and 11(c) show the letters written by
a bar magnet in the reflection and transmission mode. We carried out simulation to determine the transmission and reflection using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software
from Lumerical. The procedure and analysis for the calculation of orientation-dependent transmission and reflection of
one graphene flake can be found in the supporting information
of Ref. 22. With the results of one graphene flake, we can further calculate the total transmission and reflection for 80
flakes floating in liquid, which is equivalent to a total graphene flake thickness of 400 nm in the light path. Based on
the graphene flake angle at a particular distance with respect
to the magnet as shown in Fig. 9, we can calculate total transmission and reflection at every position on the writing board.
We assume totally randomized initial angles for all graphene
flakes at every position inside the writing board. Figures 11(d)
and 11(e) show the simulation results for the reflection and
transmission of the letters “BUH” on the writing board. The
computer simulations and experimental observations are in a
very good agreement. Hence, the previous study and analysis
from the Fig. 9 can be used to predict and model the optical
contrast in devices using graphene flakes.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we show the balanced positions for graphite plates in a magnetic field due to the diamagnetic properties. We study torques in all three spatial directions in a
non-uniform magnetic field. Millimeter-sized graphite plates
in a regular polygon shape with an even number of sides can
be levitated horizontally above four interleaved magnets.
In addition, we also predict the final tilted angles of
micrometer-sized graphene flakes in a magnetic field for
both air and liquid environments. The diamagnetic force can
be exploited to precisely control the orientation of graphene
flakes. The ability to control the orientation of graphene
flakes by magnetic fields allows for future research and
development utilizing graphene flakes. Our study is expected

J. Appl. Phys. 123, 044302 (2018)

to provide a useful tool to analyze and predict the macroscopic properties of graphene in future devices for electrical,
thermal, and mechanical applications.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for additional information
related to Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 9.
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